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 MERTZON — There are times at the ranch when I would gladly give double trading stamps as 
door prizes for some company. During such lonesome periods, even an oilman 80 miles off his course 
would be welcome sight. 
 At other times it appears that every screwball with a hundred miles has been directed to this outfit. 
It wouldn’t surprise me at all if a carload of hombres hunting an aardwolf drove up, or even a study group 
wanting to observe the three-toed sloth doing a mating dance. 
 There is no reasonable explanation as to why we attract some of the strange characters that 
materialize on this ranch. Possible it is because were are considered a bit eccentric. After all, we do keep 
brood mares and we raise cattle when it is obvious there’s a better future in trying to revive the buggy seat 
upholstering industry. 
 But whatever it is, I can prove we rate high as a gathering place for oddballs. 
 Take for example the day after Christmas. A pickup with one of those camping rigs on the back 
roared up to the barn. Since five days of the deer season remained, you might suppose the two whiskered 
gents in the pickup were interested in a little hunting. Or maybe they needed directions to a cave to be 
spelunked. They could have been looking for arrowheads, as the hill east of the headquarters is covered 
with flint. 
 Now, before you hazard a guess that they wanted to look for fossils, I’ll reveal the answer: these 
men had been sent by some kind of kind soul to seine water dogs, meaning a type of salamander or mud 
puppy sometimes called a hell-bender. In short, an unattractive aquatic creature sometimes found in nearly-
dry mud tanks, etc. 
 Not wishing to detain a man in pursuit of water dogs, I did not inquire what anybody could do with 
an item we have been out of since before the country was fenced. I did however, explain to these fishers of 
dogs that the only kind of dogs on our outfit were the species which never enter the water unless there is a 
water trough near a gate where we are trying to pen a bunch of ewes and lambs. I added that if our flea 
hounds could be caught, inasmuch as they were probably at that moment up on the hill chasing chickens and 
sucking eggs, the men were welcomed to seine the whole pack. 
 Before I could whistle the dogs to the barn, the visitors left in a huff. 
 These boys actually were no match for a stranger who appeared a few years ago.  This scholarly 
chap had been informed by the local Soil Conservation man that the county east of our headquarters was 
teeming with cedar wax birds. 
 What the SCS man should have told the bird watcher was that the country east of the ranch house 
was so infested with juniper cedar that there could be nearly any kind of bird back there except an ostrich 
without anyone being the wiser. 
 Nevertheless, to be hospitable, I drove the fellow around one afternoon, giving him, I’m sure, an 
inspiration to write a paper for his colleagues in which he advised them not to seek or accept the advice of 
Soil Conservation men when hunting for the habitat of the cedar wax bird. 
 These are just a few examples of the visits we receive from strange souls. We’ve entertained 
mineral salesmen whose product was slightly more beneficial to livestock than a full ration of alfalfa hay. 
There was  man from Boston who claimed to be kin to the Kennedy clan. And we’ve had enough religious 
crusaders to convert all the heathens in Africa with some left over for the South American aborigines. 
 Amazingly enough, they’ve represented every nationality group. There was a German boy, wearing 
leather shorts, and a redheaded lawyer of Irish descent who wanted to stay up till dawn arguing whether 
blue cheese was invented before roquefort. 
 We seem to catch them all. I see no hope for relief until my boss moves his mares and colts to a 
pasture away from the highway and the cow market heals up where regular ranching is once more a 
respectable business. 


